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General questions
I meet all the minimum nomination requirements, will I be nominated?
Meeting the nomination requirements does not guarantee that you will be offered
Tasmanian nomination.
If you are able to meet the minimum nomination requirements, your application will be
competitively assessed against other eligible applications, with a focus on your ability to
address a number of criteria, including:
• your demonstrated ability and commitment to establishing yourself, and any
dependants, in Tasmania with a view to your prospects for long-term settlement
through skilled employment
• the demand for your particular skills and expertise, and your ability to find work in
Tasmania
• the suitability and transferability of your qualifications, skills and experience –
including any specialist capabilities - to the needs of Tasmania’s labour market
• the skills and background of dependant family members
• your level of English language competency.
Applicants who have skills in areas of particular need within the Tasmanian economy will be
held in high regard. These include:
•
•
•

health
trades and construction
engineering

Migration Tasmania’s nomination priorities are:
1. Candidates with an employment and a skills assessment related to critical roles*
(generally health, allied health, infrastructure engineering).
2. Candidates with an employment and skills assessment related to the Tasmanian
Skilled Occupation List.
3. Candidates in other skilled employment (ANZSCO Skill Level 1-3) with a related
skills assessment.
4. New business owners providing substantial employment opportunities for local
Australian citizens, permanent residents or provisional visa holders.
5. All other eligible candidates with skills or training relevant to the needs of Tasmania
and who are able to make a genuine contribution to Tasmania through skilled
employment.

How do I get a Skills Assessment? Who do I get it from?
All details regarding Skills Assessments are available on the Department of Home Affairs
website:
https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/working-in-australia/skills-assessment
I don’t meet the nomination requirements – can I still be nominated? Can you
waive the requirements?
To be considered for nomination, applicants must demonstrate in their applications that
they meet the minimum requirements for nomination. If you do not meet the minimum
requirements, the onus is on you to demonstrate why you should be nominated above
others who do meet the requirements. There is no guarantee that Migration Tasmania will
offer nomination.
Will the nomination requirements change?
We encourage you to stay informed by visiting the website of the Department of Home
Affairs at https://www.homeaffairs.gov.au/ and our website at
https://www.migration.tas.gov.au/
State nomination programs respond to the policy settings of the Australian Government,
Department of Home Affairs as well as social and economic factors that fall outside the
control of Migration Tasmania.
These websites will keep you informed of current requirements, and alert you to any
changes.
Does my occupation need to be on the Tasmanian Skilled Occupation List?
All applicants must nominate an occupation listed on the Department of Home Affairs list of
eligible skilled occupations.
The Tasmanian Skilled Occupations List (TSOL) provides information on occupations that
are currently a particular focus for Tasmania. Applicants who are living overseas and do not
have an employment offer from a Tasmanian employer must have an occupation on TSOL
to be considered for nomination. Applicants in the Working in Tasmania Category who
have employment and a skills assessment related to the TSOL will be considered for
subclass 491 nomination after 3 months of employment in Tasmania, and for subclass 190
nomination after 6 months. .
My visa is about to expire, what should I do?
If your visa is about to expire and you may be at risk of becoming unlawful in Australia,
please contact the Department of Home Affairs and/or a registered migration agent as soon
as possible to resolve any potential issues with your immigration
status. https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/visa-about-to-expire
I want to report fraud.
We take information received from the public seriously. To help us investigate please
provide as much information as possible, including the name and date of birth of the person
involved.

Please note that due to privacy considerations we cannot provide details or outcomes of
our investigations.

Assessment Process and Priorities
2021-22 Program Purpose and Priorities
The Tasmanian State Nomination Skilled Migration Program supports Tasmanian businesses
and increases the state’s working age population. It does this by attracting and retaining
migrants with skills genuinely in need by employers, or with the capacity to settle in
Tasmania through skilled employment in the long-term, and business activities that will
increase employment opportunities for locals.
Migration Tasmania’s nomination priorities are:
1. Candidates with an employment and a skills assessment related to critical roles*
(generally health, allied health, infrastructure engineering).
2. Candidates with an employment and skills assessment related to the Tasmanian
Skilled Occupation List.
3. Candidates in other skilled employment (ANZSCO Skill Level 1-3) with a related
skills assessment.
4. New business owners providing substantial employment opportunities for local
Australian citizens, permanent residents or provisional visa holders.
5. All other eligible candidates with skills or training relevant to the needs of Tasmania
and who are able to make a genuine contribution to Tasmania through skilled
employment.
Applications are being considered according to these priorities, with those in critical roles
nominated first.
Existing applicants who are not in critical roles are being considered only after priority
applications for critical roles have been processed.
In practice, applicants in Priorities 1-3 will be approved and nominated on an ongoing basis.
Periodically, other eligible applicants will be nominated if sufficient quota places are available.
Given the limited number of nomination places available, priority 4 and 5 applicants may not
receive an outcome for some weeks after their application is considered.
*What are critical roles?
These roles include people:
• engaged by the Tasmanian Government and directly assisting in Tasmania’s COVID19 response in a skilled employment role
• providing critical medical services including all general nursing and medical positions
with the Tasmanian Health Service
• highly skilled and specialised roles in:

o infrastructure engineering and maintenance such as dams, large-/highcomplexity bridges, irrigation schemes, transport logistics planning and
maintenance
o agriculture such as artificial insemination technicians, livestock pregnancy
scanners, and
o other highly skilled roles where the supply of essential goods and services
which would be in jeopardy without the applicant.
Lower skilled positions such as retail workers, harvest labour, delivery drivers, or warehouse staff are
not included as critical roles.

Category 1 Tasmanian Graduates
Can I do a packaged course and can I combine the duration of all the courses to
make up the 40 week requirement? (for example cert II, Cert III in Cookery)
If all parts of the packaged course result in the award of a single qualification, this may be
acceptable. An example may be a 6 month Graduate Certificate in Public Policy followed by
a further 6 months study resulting in the award of a Graduate Diploma.
Can I complete a 1 year diploma, followed by an advanced diploma and meet
the reuirement for subclass 190 nomination. What about studying the same
diploma course twice?
Merely studying in the same area for two years will not guarantee nomination. While this
may meet our minimum study requirements for your application to be considered,
nomination places are limited and we will generally give higher regard to applicants who
have obtained skills in an area of genuine need in Tasmania. For more information, refer to
our International Student Graduates page.
Can I complete my course in less than 2 years and still be eligible for 190?
Yes, but only after you have lived in Tasmania for at least two years.
Your study must have been full-time (at least 75% over 4 Semesters) and on campus.
What is full-time on-campus study?
This is study that includes a substantial amount of contact hours at the institution you are
enrolled in. It does not include online or distance education.
Your study must have been at least 75% of a 100% full time study load in each semester.
VET courses must involve at least 20 scheduled contact hours per week unless otherwise
specified by ASQA.

I graduated 6 years ago and moved interstate for work experience. I have now
moved back to Tasmania. Am I eligible for nomination?
Meeting the minimum study requirement is only the first stage of our assessment. You must
also be able to demonstrate that you have a genuine intention to live, work and contribute
to Tasmania in the long term.
If you have spent a large period time since graduation in another state or territory it may be
difficult for you to meet this requirement until you can show you have been back in
Tasmania for a reasonable period and have established a genuine incentive to stay through
personal, employment or other long term commitments.
I am living in Tasmania, but my spouse / family aren’t, can we be nominated?
If you are currently living in Tasmania your family must also be living with you.
If there is a genuine reason why your spouse has not lived in Tasmania with you, please
include that reason in your Commitment Letter when applying online. The onus is on you to
demonstrate why you should be nominated, and that you genuinely intend to stay in
Tasmania.
I am currently studying in Tasmania – can I go on a holiday interstate or
overseas?
Short periods of holiday travel during study breaks are acceptable. Travel during semesters
or extended periods outside Tasmania will need to be explained and supported with
evidence.
I need more information about the Tasmania Graduate nomination category.
The International Student Graduate page of the Migration Tasmania website has detailed
information and guidance to help international students who are interested in seeking
Tasmania Government nomination for a subclass 491 or 190 visa. This includes choosing
study and education providers, and the information that should be included in an application
for nomination.

Category 2 - Working in Tasmania
I have a student visa and can only work 20 hours per fortnight. Can I still be
nominated if I have worked for 6 months but only part-time?
The minimum requirement of Subclass 190 Category 2 Working in Tasmania is 35 hours
work per week regardless of current visa. If you do not meet the minimum requirements
for nomination it is up to you to demonstrate why your request for nomination should be
considered above others.
You may have other visa options which will allow you to work temporarily after graduation.
The Department of Home Affairs visa finder (https://immi.homeaffairs.gov.au/visas/getting-avisa/visa-finder) can help you find further information on visa options and requirements.
My visa expires soon, can I request a waiver of the six month work requirement?
Applicants must demonstrate that they meet the minimum requirements for nomination. If
you do not meet the minimum requirements, the onus is on you to demonstrate why you

should be nominated above others who do meet the requirements. There is no guarantee
that we will offer nomination.
Can I run my own business and employ myself to be nominated in the Working
in Tasmania category?
You may be eligible for nomination under Category 5 – Small Business Owner for the
subclass 491 Skilled Work Regional (Provisional) visa.
I want to apply for subclass 190 Nomination in the Working in Tasmania
category and my occupation is on TSOL. Do I also need to meet the additional
requirements listed on TSOL for my occupation?
No, the additional requirements are only for applications under Category 3A – Overseas
Applicant, TSOL

Overseas applicants – Category 3A TSOL, 3B Job
Offer
I am visiting Australia temporality on a non-resident visa. Can I apply for
nomination for the overseas applicant categories?
I was in Australia temporarily last year, can I still apply?
The overseas applicant categories (3A TSOL and 3B Job Offer) require applicants to be
currently living overseas and not have lived in another part of Australia within the last 12
months. If you are only a short term visitor and your visa does not allow employment you
are eligible to apply. We may ask you for more information to show that you have not been
living and working in Australia.
For example, if you are a nurse completing the IRON bridging course in Victoria for AHPRA
registration, you may be using a Visitor visa and are, therefore, not considered to be living in
Australia. However if you then obtain a work visa to take up a paid nursing position, you
would then be considered to be living in Australia.
How much money should I to have to be eligible for nomination under this
Category?
This will depend upon your family makeup, your anticipated travel, settlement and living
costs and the likelihood of you quickly finding employment. We advise people who do not
have employment arranged to be financially prepared for 6 months or more before
obtaining full time employment.
The requirements say I must not have lived in another state or territory outside
Tasmania in the last 12 months. Last year I had a short holiday in Australia. Am
I still eligible?
Yes. Visits to Australia on a Visitor or Tourist visa of less than 3 months are not considered
living in Australia. This includes visits to complete registration bridging courses in nursing
and medicine.

I am an Engineer with 5 years of experience and have a migration skills
assessment from Engineers Australia. Do I also need NER / Chartered
assessment to be nominated in Overseas Application (TSOL) category?
An Engineers Australia migration skills assessment (Stage 1) is the standard migration skills
assessment needed to obtain a skilled visa from the Australian Government. However, to be
nominated by Tasmania you also need either
•

Engineers Australia’s National Engineering Register as a Professional Engineer (i.e.,
completion of the competency assessment)

•

Registration on Engineers Australia’s National Engineering Register as a Professional
Engineer

•

Chartered Professional Engineer with Engineers Australia (some applicants may have
both NER and Chartered accreditation)

OR

OR

This is the best way to ensure that you have the skills and experience to be readily
employed in Tasmania.
More details are available on the Engineers Australia website: https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Engineering-Registers/National-EngineeringRegister/Join-The-NER
https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Chartered
I am an Engineer and have Chartered Engineer accreditation with my home
country’s Engineering professional association. Do I also need NER / Chartered
assessment?
To be recognised as a Chartered Engineer by Engineers Australia or be registered on the
National Engineering Register a professional must apply to Engineers Australia, addressing
their eligibility requirements.
Details are on the Engineers Australia website https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/chartered-pathways
https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/Engineering-Registers/National-EngineeringRegister/Join-The-NER
I am an Engineer and have Engineers Australia NER registration. Do I also need
Chartered accreditation?
You need to have either NER registration (or eligibility to be registered) or Chartered
Engineer accreditation with Engineers Australia. You do not need both.

How do I show that I am eligible to be registered Engineer’s Australia’s National
Engineering Register?
After your competency is assessed by Engineers Australia you will be given a letter
confirming your eligibility. You must provide this with your application for nomination.

After applying for Tasmanian nomination
When will my nomination application be processed? When will I get my visa?
Your application for state nomination and application for the visa are two separate
processes. The Tasmanian Government assesses your application for state nomination and
the Department of Home Affairs assesses your visa application.
Current processing times for Tasmanian nomination are in the Latest News section of the
Migration Tasmania website.
Processing time can be affected by the completeness of your application. To avoid delays
you should provide all required information when you lodge your application. Other factors
that impact on processing times include changes in application volumes, seasonal peaks, and
complex cases.
The Department of Home Affairs publishes current visa processing times on its website.
Can you prioritise my case?
We assess applications first according to their priority status and then in the order of the
oldest to newest lodgement dates.
Migration Tasmania’s priorities for the 2021 – 22 program year are:
1. Candidates with an employment and a skills assessment related to critical roles*
(generally health, allied health, infrastructure engineering).
2. Candidates with an employment and skills assessment related to the Tasmanian
Skilled Occupation List.
3. Candidates in other skilled employment (ANZSCO Skill Level 1-3) with a related
skills assessment.
4. New business owners providing substantial employment opportunities for local
Australian citizens, permanent residents or provisional visa holders.
5. All other eligible candidates with skills or training relevant to the needs of Tasmania
and who are able to make a genuine contribution to Tasmania through skilled
employment.
Applications are being considered according to these priorities, with those in critical roles
nominated first.
Existing applicants who are not in critical roles are being considered only after priority
applications for critical roles have been processed.
In practice, applicants in Priorities 1-3 will be approved and nominated on an ongoing basis.

Periodically, other eligible applicants will be nominated if sufficient quota places are available.
Given the limited number of nomination places available, priority 4 and 5 applicants may not
receive an outcome for some weeks after their application is considered.
To be fair to applicants who have lodged their applications first, outside of these priority
categories we will only prioritise applications lodged at later dates in very limited
circumstances. Impending visa expiry, forgetting the visa expiry date, or a desire to save
money would not normally be compelling reasons to expedite an application.
I have just got married / had a baby. Can I update my application details?
If you are nominated you will need to advise Home Affairs of the changes when you lodge
your visa application.

After nomination
I think my nomination decision is wrong - can I ask for a review of the decision?
A decision not to offer nomination will not be reconsidered unless a clear, substantial factual
or legal error has been made.
We will not review a decision where applicants did not provide adequate information in
their application, or provided incorrect information. We will also not review a decision in
light of new information that was not provided in the original application.
If you have new information that you would like to have considered, you may lodge a new
application for state nomination. However, you would be unlikely to be offered nomination
if you are unable to address the reasons for your previous non-offer.
I can’t find a job, what should I do?
It is not unusual for any recent arrival to find it hard to find employment in a short amount
of time, whether they are from overseas or from another part of Australia. We advise
potential nominees to be prepared for it take 6 months or more to find work in Tasmania.
Some resources that may help you with your job search include:
•

Migration Tasmania Introduction Letter –We provide a letter to all new
arrivals in Tasmania to introduce our nominees and our skilled visa nomination
program to employers. If you have not received this letter you can request one by
email.

•

Employment Information Hub - Migration Tasmania, in partnership with Migrant
Resource Centre Tasmania, supports the initiative of the Migrant Network Tasmania
to deliver industry and employment insights, career planning and job hunting skills to
help state-sponsored skilled migrants and international students establish careers in
Tasmania. https://www.migrantnetworktas.org.au/

•

Professional Industry Associations –These can be a good source of advice and
contacts for your industry. A list of major industry associations is on the Business
Tasmania website

•

Engineers – The Engineers Australia website has a comprehensive advice section
for people moving to Australia https://www.engineersaustralia.org.au/ForMigrants/Moving-To-Australia

•

Volunteering can also assist you build networks, develop skills and to find openings
in permanent employment https://www.volunteeringtas.org.au/.

Can I move to another state?
As a Tasmanian nominee you agreed to make all reasonable efforts to work and live in
Tasmania, but ultimately the decision to move interstate is yours.
We do not provide waiver or release letters and cannot enter into discussions about your
request to move interstate. The Tasmanian Government is not permitted to provide
migration advice or an indication of your future visa or Australian Citizenship pathways.
Please contact a migration agent or Department of Home Affairs if you require further
clarification in relation to your visa obligations.
I was nominated 3 months ago, but I haven’t applied for my visa / my visa was
refused. Can I be nominated again?
You will need to lodge a new application for nomination, explaining why you were unable to
lodge your visa application / why your visa was refused. Migration Tasmania cannot
guarantee that we will be provide a further nomination.
I have a subclass 489 / 491 visa, but now I meet the subclass 190 nomination
requirements. Can I be nominated again?
We do not offer multiple nominations. If you have a subclass 489 or 491 visa and wish to
become a permanent resident, you have the option through the subclass 887/191 pathways.

